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ARAMPATZIS, A., H. DEGENS, V. BALTZOPOULOS, and J. RITTWEGER. Why do older sprinters reach the finish
line later? Exerc. Sport Sci. Rev., Vol. 39, No. 1, pp. 18Y22, 2011. Slowing of movement with aging is inevitable. The mechanisms
responsible for this deterioration, however, remain poorly understood. Changes to physiological and mechanical factors controlling
muscle force and power production seem likely contributors, but a reduced ability for fast transmission of the force to the skeleton
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INTRODUCTION

istics of such different sports, these observations give rise to
the intriguing idea that age-related slowing in human locomotion may be caused by some generic factors that affect speed
of movement. Thus, the question arises: which physiological or
biomechanical factors are likely to be involved in this slowing
process, and what are their possible interactions?
Master sprinters preserve their stride frequency, so the reduction in maximum running velocity is caused mainly by
the reduction in stride length (because velocity is the product of stride length and frequency), and this in turn is caused
by the reduced braking and propulsive ground reaction forces
and their rate of development (14). The main physiological
reasons for this are the type II fiber atrophy and the reduced
maximum force and rate of force development capacity in
master sprinters. A reduced elastic energy recovery in older runners also may be implicated in the reduced rate of force development, especially during the propulsive concentric phase (5).
These age-associated changes in sprinting ability might be
a consequence of reduced training overload. Many master
athletes participating in competitive sports report that they
reduce their training frequency and duration primarily because
they require more time for recovery and regeneration. Interestingly, a previous study in runners suggests that younger and
older endurance runners who devote similar amounts of time
to their training have equally good running performance (26).
However, the reduction in training volume, generally speaking, is very moderate. It is interesting in this context that
problems in the Achilles tendon (20), which are referred to as
overuse injuries, do not seem to become more prevalent with
old age in master athletes. Taken together, these observations
probably suggest that master athletes reduce their training to
some extent as they age, mainly to prevent injuries.

It is evident that people slow down as they age. In sports,
this slowing process commences around the age of 25 yr. It
is interesting to note where the gradual decline, for example,
in running speed, is extremely similar across various groups,
to the point that one can even adjust running performance
for age and thus compare running times from athletes of different ages. It seems that the age-related deterioration in
running speed is more severe in long distance than in sprint
events (4), and the same is true for swimming (10). However,
the relationship between speed and physiological power in
human locomotion is affected by drag and accumulation of
kinetic energy, and these factors constitute nonlinear terms
in the power equations.
Consequently, the age-related decline in running power
appears to be more or less linear, and, quite strikingly, it is
very similar in relative terms between distance and sprint
running (29). Human power generation in other sports, such
as cycling (Fig. 1), undergoes an age-related deterioration as
well, and the decline is very similar to that in running. Given
the very different physiological and biomechanical character-
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Figure 1. Comparison of the age-related decline in cycling and sprinting
power. The cyclists’ data were assessed as anaerobic peak power in a laboratory setting in male master cyclists (data from Martin et al. J. Gerontol.
A Biol. Sci. Med. Sci. 2000;55: M311). Sprinting power has been computed
according to established power equations on the basis of running world
record data (data from Rittweger et al. Proc. Biol. Sci. 2009; 276:683Y9) for
the 100-m sprint. The most striking feature in this diagram is that the percentage decline is very similar across the different events of sprint cycling
and sprint running (j25.3% vs j25.4%, respectively). When comparing
absolute values, one must consider that cycling power in this diagram is
given as external power and running power as internal (or metabolic)
power. Assuming an efficiency of G = 0.25 for cycling power, and thus
multiplication by a factor of 4, would yield very comparable numbers for
sprint cycling and running power.

Another factor that might contribute to age-related slowing could be a change in body composition. Clearly, skeletal
muscle is the generator of mechanical power in humans, and
increased fat deposits, as often observed in older people, can
therefore slow locomotion down. However, master athletes

show virtually no change in body composition with age
(10,26), particularly when a high-level training regimen is
maintained (27).
The main factors affecting propulsion during the contact
phase of running and, ultimately, the running speed are the
maximum strength, the rate of force development, and the
elastic energy reuse (Fig. 2), all of which are known to deteriorate with age from previous work on master runners.
These factors are affected in turn by the changes in
muscle mass, composition and architecture and in muscletendon mechanical properties, in addition to the reduced activation, control, and coordination of the neuromuscular system
with aging.
The objective of this review is to examine the evidence
for changes in muscle and tendon with age so as to formulate a
tentative explanation for the deterioration in sprinting ability
as athletes age. Our work with master athletes suggests that
the primary causes of the reduced performance are the deterioration of muscle force generation and the compromised ability for fast development and transmission of the force to the
skeleton. We focus on sprint running and the related muscle
and tendon physiological and biomechanical issues, both in
an attempt to understand human athletic performance in old
age and to gain novel insights into age-related frailty.
Age-Related Changes in Muscle Contractile
Properties, Architecture, and Size
Skeletal muscle contributes to the generation of power required for sprinting, and the force produced when a muscle is
maximally activated varies with the velocity of shortening according to the Hill equation (13). Examples of the force-velocity

Figure 2. Simplified conceptual model relating sprinting speed to the kinematic and kinetic parameters and their changes during the stance phase
that are in turn affected by the muscle force and rate of force application capacity of the athlete at a more basic level of this hierarchical model. These
parameters are determined by the physiological and biomechanical characteristics of the muscles and tendon and their interaction during this dynamic
activity. These fundamental properties that ultimately determine running speed are examined in this article with a particular focus on the effects of aging.
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relationship are shown in Figure 3. Power is the product of
force and velocity, and it appears that peak power is produced at around 30% of the maximal velocity of shortening
(Vmax). Fibers of different myosin heavy-chain (MHC) composition differ in their Vmax. Our recent work (11) and previous research (6,7,14,16) show that fibers consisting primarily
of type II MHC have a higher Vmax than type I fibers, but
there is little difference in the maximal tetanic force per fiber
cross-sectional area. It readily can be seen in Figure 3 that as
a consequence of this difference in Vmax, the fast type II fibers
produce markedly more power, and at higher velocities of
shortening, than type I fibers. For a sprint athlete, it is thus
desirable to have a large proportion of fast type II fibers.
Part of the age-related slowing might be caused by the
preferential loss and/or atrophy of fast fibers during the aging
process (15,17), although not all studies report this (1). In
Figure 3, it can be seen that the effect of this fast-to-slow
transition would be twofold: 1) a reduction in the maximal
power the muscle can generate and 2) a reduction in the
shortening velocity at which the muscle produces maximal
power. Both effects would cause a reduction in the running
speed. Even in master athletes, there is an increased proportion of type I fibers and MHC, which slow muscle contractile
properties (14), as well as a progressive reduction in powergenerating capacity (25). The shift in fiber-type composition
might be caused by a loss of large motoneurons that innervate
type II fibers (18) but also by changes in the systemic environment of the muscle cell leading to wasting and muscle
fiber dysfunction. (8). In line with this, it has been shown that
type I fibers of old rats are approximately 40% slower than
those fibers in young-adult rats, independent of changes in
the myosin light-chain composition (7). A similar situation has
been reported in humans where not only type I, but also type
IIa fibers have reduced maximal unloaded shortening velocities (6,16). Although this is not a universal observation (34),
discrepancies in the literature might be related to differences
in activity levels or the type of activity. Indeed, one study

showed that, although sedentary elderly had slower type I and
IIa fibers, this was not the case in endurance-trained elderly
people (6); another study showed that the slowing of type I
fibers was not prevented in sprint master athletes (14).
Part of the slowing of contractile properties in old age
might be caused by the glycation of myofibrillar proteins. In
support of this, the velocity of movement of actin filaments
in in vitro motility assays was reversibly reduced when the
myosins were incubated in glucose (28). Such a situation might
occur with development of insulin resistance and as the result
of oxidative stress caused by impaired mitochondrial function
(24). The muscles from old, diabetic rats, and diabetic humans,
have increased glycation of myofibrillar proteins (32). It
remains to be seen to what extent glycation of myofibrillar
proteins can be prevented with old age, but the unloaded
shortening velocity of types I and IIa fibers also is reduced in
master athletes. (14). Whatever the cause, this slowing of
contractile properties would lead to a reduction in powergenerating capacity of the muscle tissue above that caused by
the shift in fiber-type composition. It also is important to
consider that the changes in fiber-type distribution and/or
atrophy that underlie the age-related changes in muscle also
may have implications for the stiffness of the muscle. It is
known that type II fibers in animals are more compliant than
type I (12), so any atrophy of type II or increased distribution of
type I fibers with aging should in theory increase the muscle
stiffness (which is, of course, activation modulated). The
implications of increased muscle stiffness for tendon function
will be considered in the next section.
Although the fast-to-slow transition in fiber-type composition and the slowing of fibers of a given type have been
regularly observed, their quantitative contribution to the
slowing and loss of power generation and sprint performance
are not clear. It is reasonable to assume that a 6% reduction
in fast fibers in the 70- to 84-yr age group compared with
18- to 33-yr olds (14) would result in an approximately 6%
reduction in power. It remains to be seen to what extent the

Figure 3. Normalized force-velocity and power-velocity relationships with curves following the Hill equation: (V + b)(P + a) = b(P0 + a), where P is the
force the muscle produces, V the velocity of shortening normalized to fiber lengths (FL) per second, P0 the specific tension or maximal force the muscle
can generate during an isometric smooth tetanus normalized by cross-sectional area, and ‘a’ and ‘b’ are constants. In general, muscle power is affected
by changes in muscle volume because alterations in cross-sectional area and fiber length that determine volume are related to force and velocity
capacity, respectively, that determine power. A. The fast type II fibers (__) have a higher maximal-shortening velocity and higher (in the example, 2.6-fold)
power-generating capacity than the slow type III fibers (- - -). The vertical dotted lines show the velocities at which type I and type II fibers produce maximal
power. V indicates shortening velocity in fiber length per second; P0, specific tension as force per fiber cross-sectional area. Data from (11). B. The solid
line shows the force-velocity relationship for a hypothetical muscle with a cross-sectional area of 1 cm2. The dotted line shows the same muscle, but
after 25% atrophy. The atrophy has no effect on the maximal velocity. As a result, the power-generating capacity of the muscle is reduced (by 25%), but the
velocity at which maximal power is produced is not affected.
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posttranslational modifications of the myofibrillar proteins
contribute to the age-related slowing and decline in sprint
performance as it is in particular the slower (types I and IIa)
fibers that are affected. The obvious main factor for the loss
of power and sprint performance during aging, however, is
the loss of muscle mass or sarcopenia (9,15,17) (Fig. 3B),
which is even evident in master athletes as a reduction in
average fiber cross-sectional areas (14). It has been reported
that the reduction in muscle mass can be as much as 40%
between 20 and 80 yr (17), which would result in a similar
reduction in maximal power-generating capacity and the resulting slowing. The latter can be understood when Figure 3B
is considered; to reach similar forces (given the same activation level), the atrophied muscle has to contract at a lower
speed and in this way additionally contribute to the decline
in sprint performance with age. There also are other changes
in muscle architecture with reductions both in pennation
angle and fiber length (23,33). We previously have suggested that the reduction in muscle pennation angle with
atrophy would orient the fibers more along the line of pull,
and thereby result in some attenuation of force loss and even
a slight increase in the maximal shortening velocity of the
muscle (9). The effect of a smaller pennation angle with
aging, however, is expected to be quite small, as the gastrocnemius muscle’s angle of pennation was only 2% different
between young and old men. The main architectural factor
affecting shortening velocity is the reduction in fascicle length
(between È10% and 19% in the gastrocnemius of older men),
explaining almost half of the loss in maximal contraction
velocity (23,33). However, it is important to note that fascicle
length is not always reduced in elite male master sprinters
(14), for example, or in elderly sedentary subjects, especially
if normalized relative to limb length. Leaving these considerations and possible age-related changes in the shape of the
force-velocity relationship aside, it is clear from the issues
previously discussed that the reduction in power is proportional
to the loss of muscle mass. Sarcopenia is, therefore, the principal contributor to the age-related loss of power-generating
capacity and hence slowing.
Age-Related Changes in Tendon Mechanical Properties
Sprint performance is determined, in part, by the rates
at which force can be applied to the ground (29). Although
muscle strength of the leg extensor muscles is an important
determinant of the ground reaction force, tendons make a
profound contribution to the muscle force and power production. The compliance of the tendon affects 1) the energy
storage and return from the tendon, 2) the rate of muscle force
generation and transmission to the skeleton, and 3) the forceand power-producing capability of the muscle caused by the
effects on the muscle force-length-velocity relationship because the compliant tendon is acting in series with the contracting muscle.
We have shown that, as running velocity increases, there
are higher resultant moments at the ankle and knee joints (2),
with moments at the ankle joint about two times higher than
knee joint moments. The specific architecture of the triceps
surae muscles (i.e., short fascicle length and large angle
of pennation), which is more appropriate for effective force
generation contributes to the high ankle joint moments.
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Recent studies while running (19) report a continuous shortening of the fascicles of the gastrocnemius medialis muscle
during the stance phase. During a concentric contraction, a
stiffer tendon would decrease the amount and velocity of
shortening of the muscle fibers for a given joint movement.
A decrease in the fiber shortening velocity results in an increase of the muscle force potential caused by the force-velocity
relationship. Therefore, a stiffer tendon at the triceps surae
muscle-tendon unit serves to increase the rate of force transmission to the skeleton and the ground reaction force. Indeed,
when we compared different groups of runners, sprinters exhibited higher tendon stiffness and contractile strength at the
triceps surae muscle compared with endurance runners (3).
Therefore, it can be argued that stiffer tendons and larger triceps surae muscle mass favor sprint performance. The aging
process is associated with a decrease in tendon stiffness in the
lower extremities and in the triceps surae muscle, for example,
we have shown that stiffness is reduced by about 30% with
age (21,22). A less stiff Achilles tendon in combination with
a reduced muscle strength capacity would compromise force
generation, stride length, and sprint running performance.
On the contrary, at the quadriceps femoris muscle, a more
compliant tendon was related to better sprint performance
(31). The maximal elongation of the tendon and aponeurosis
measured during a maximal isometric contraction correlated
significantly (r = j0.567, P = 0.003) with the 100-m sprint
time (31). The reasons for the beneficial effects of a compliant tendon on sprinting performance in this muscle group
were considered to be the increase of energy storage and return in the tendon at a given tendon force and the increase
of muscle force potential as an effect of the force-velocity
relationship. It has been shown that the contractile element
of the quadriceps muscles experienced a stretch-shortening
cycle while running (30), meaning that during the first part of
the contact phase in running, the muscle-tendon unit is
lengthening and so does the tendon caused by the developed
forces. Consequently, strain energy is stored in the tendon. In
the subsequent (second) part of the contact phase, the muscletendon unit shortens and the stored strain energy of the tendon can be reused. A more compliant tendon stretched to a
greater degree by a given tendon force increases the energy
storage within the muscle-tendon unit. At the second part of
the contact phase (i.e., during the shortening), the increased
elongation of the tendon can reduce the shortening velocity
of the quadriceps femoris muscle fibers, increasing the muscle
force potential caused by the force-velocity relationship. It
can, therefore, be suggested that the age-related decrease in
tendon stiffness at the quadriceps femoris muscle would benefit running speed. However, our work shows that, because of
simultaneous age-related reduction of muscle strength, the
maximal elongation of the tendon and aponeurosis is similar
in the quadriceps muscle between young and old adults and
the energy storage capacity of the tendon is significantly lower
(È35%) in old compared with young adults (22). Therefore,
the synchronous reduction in muscle strength and tendon
stiffness at the quadriceps femoris muscle results instead to an
actual decline in sprint performance.
In the previous section, it was explained that changes in
the muscle fiber-type distribution and/or atrophy with aging
may in fact increase the stiffness of the muscle. In theory, if
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the tendon stiffness was unaffected by aging, then an increased
stiffness of the muscle would help storage and release of elastic
energy by the tendon and the speed of the muscle-tendon unit.
However, our work shows that the tendon is not unaffected,
and there is normally a reduction of tendon stiffness in older
people (21). This will counteract the effects of increased muscle stiffness, and it is interesting to note that the apparent
vertical stiffness in older runners (which is the overall stiffness
of the body affected by the active muscle-tendon units and
other structures acting in series), has been shown recently to
be the same as in young runners, leading to the same natural
frequency of the oscillating body during running (5). It is
clear, therefore, that the actual effects of the changes in tendon properties with aging on sprint performance depend very
much on the interactions of muscle and tendon function and
the role of the specific muscle-tendon unit and joint in the
mechanics of the movement.
Conclusions Regarding the Effects of Muscle and
Tendon Properties on Sprinting
From the evidence considered here and recent work on
running and sprinting in older men (5,14), it is evident that
the three main contributors to the reduction in maximal running velocity are the lower maximum strength of lower limb
muscles, the slower rate of force development and transmission, and the reduction in elastic energy storage and recovery
in tendons. Although the tendons of different muscle tendon
units of the lower limbs seem to have different effects depending on the contribution of the different joints to running
mechanics, it is clear that the loss of muscle mass and the deterioration of muscle contractile properties are the main factors
slowing down old sprinters. Fortunately, the plasticity of the
neuromuscular and musculoskeletal systems allows the adaptability of neuromuscular performance parameters with highly
specific training and a partial reduction in the rate of decline
of the physiological characteristics associated with aging.
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